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Business Worldwide Magazine 2015 CEO
Awards - Winners Announced
Recognising Excellence in Corporate Leadership

LONDON, ENGLAND, May 26, 2015 /24-7PressRelease/ -- Business Worldwide Magazine (BWM) is delighted to
announce the recipients of its CEO Awards 2015.
The accolades, which seek to acknowledge the major contributions and overall corporate excellence of leading
and respected C-level executives around the globe, were publicly announced earlier this month.
Our judging panels made their decisions based on hundreds of entries. CEO's of companies - both private and
public - representing more than 36 nations were considered for the Awards. These were as far ranging as South
America and Asia, North America, Europe and Africa while sectors covered were similarly diverse and included
manufacturing, energy, real estate, technology, finance and healthcare.
A spokesperson for Business Worldwide Magazine said: "Here at Business Worldwide Magazine we would like to
express our heartfelt congratulations to all our winners and, at the same time, thank their admiring colleagues,
clients and fellow professionals who took the time out to register their praise.
"Although it's not the raison d'etre for their dedication and ultimate success in their post, we are sure that all our
CEOs appreciate that vote of confidence in them.
"Business life hasn't necessarily eased up for many companies in these post-recessionary times and it is all the
more awe-inspiring that our winners have managed to shine and achieve for their clients in the way they have.
They are all individuals who our judging panels regarded as having gone the extra mile and beyond."
One of those individuals is CEO of Hungary's GRANIT Bank, Eva Hegedus. The first individual to introduce both a
VideoBank system in the country, as well as a mobile banking app she planned and developed with her team, she
is constantly looking for ways to make life easier for her clients and to put her employers on a pro-active footing.
Meanwhile, Forbes magazine has already listed her as one of the 50 most influential women in Hungary.
Another important reason for BWM recognising the top C-level executives is to inspire ambitious, younger
colleagues and trainees in the same sector - the next generation of leaders, in other words.
The Business Worldwide CEO Awards 2015 recipients were carefully selected based on interviews and detailed
feedback from the magazine's subscribers. Our judging panel had already chosen a short-list of categories and
readers were then asked to vote based on what they read and their real-life impressions of the candidates.
All of our winners stood out as professional individuals and leaders in their field, as well as making a recognisable
mark for their company within that particular sector.
More detailed information on the Business Worldwide CEO Awards can be found at
http://www.bwmonline.com/awards/ceo-awards-winners/
Note to editors
Business Worldwide Magazine is the leading source of business and dealmaker intelligence throughout the world.
Our quarterly magazine and online news portal enables an established audience of corporate dealmakers to track
the latest news, stories and developments affecting the international markets, corporate finance, business
strategy and changes in legislation. This readership includes of CEO/CFO - Banks, Corporate Lawyers and
Venture Capital/Private Equity Companies to name a few.
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